An odd-one-out stimulus, such as a vertical bar among horizontals, pops out from the background and is easily detected, but its location may be slightly ambiguous. Four observers were asked to pinpoint these stimuli on thousands of trials, in 5 · 5 and 9 · 9 arrays of Gabor patches. We found they made frequent errors toward neighbors of the target. Over a range of performance from 41% to 96% correct, the frequency of neighbor errors was well described by a linear function of the total error frequency, a function that might result from mixing together two spatial distributions-one broad, the other narrow. We suggest that these represent two sources of error in pop-out localization; one might correspond to a higher visual area with imprecise retinotopic mapping, and the other to a more fine-grained localization process in primary visual cortex.
Introduction
The visual image transduced on the retina is relayed in a spatially coherent array, via the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) to primary visual cortex (V1). In area V1, neurophysiological data shows that the borders between different textured regions are a focus of neural activity (Das & Gilbert, 1999 ). An odd-one-out stimulus, such as a vertical bar among horizontals, can be considered a sample of different texture, and is therefore surrounded by texture borders on all sides, and is also its own border. It is possible that such stimuli are detected at this early stage of visual processing, where a faithful map of retinotopic space is retained. Such stimuli are called pop-out targets, as they appear to pop-out effortlessly, without the need for visual search, and they can be detected rapidly regardless of the number of nontargets present (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . Indeed increasing the number or density of the non-targets can actually facilitate pop-out (Nothdurft, 2000; Sagi, 1990) . Many studies have shown that when a pop-out target is detected, its location is also perceived (Green, 1992; Sagi & Julesz, 1985) . However, these studies have typically required observers to localize the pop-out target to within a single hemifield (left or right of center) or quadrant (upper left, lower left, upper right, or lower right) . This coarse localization does not require detailed retinotopic mapping, and might be achieved by higher visual areas such as V4, with little specificity for location.
In this study, we looked at the precision with which a pop-out target was localized within an array of varying density. We examined the size of the errors made by observers asked to pinpoint the precise location of the target. Small errors close to the texture boundary of the target would be consistent with pop-out localization in V1. Errors distributed over a larger region of space would favor localization in higher visual areas, with larger receptive fields and less precise retinotopic mapping. 
Methods

Subjects
Four observers with normal or corrected to normal visual acuity participated in this experiment. All except author AP were naïve as to its scientific purpose.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli (shown in Fig. 1 ) were presented on a Mitsubishi DiamondPro monitor with a mean background luminance of 40 cd m À2 , controlled by a PentiumIV PC. Stimuli were programmed in Microsoft Visual C++ using OpenGL libraries. Stimuli were 5 · 5 or 9 · 9 arrays of Gabor patches. The patches were defined as sinusoidal luminance modulation at 3 cpd (wavelength k = 20 arcmin), oriented horizontally or vertically, and presented in cosine phase, with white at 75% contrast in the center. This luminance was modulated by a circular, exponential contrast envelope, with r = k/2, using exp(À(x 2 + y 2 )/2r 2 ) as the envelope function. Patches were separated by 4°(5 · 5) or 2°(9 · 9), with the central patch missing, and a single randomlylocated pop-out target orthogonal to the remaining non-target patches. Masks were arrays of identical circular binary noise patches, presented at the array locations of the Gabor patches. The exact pattern of the noise was randomized between trials.
Design
We varied the array density (5 · 5 or 9 · 9 lattice), and recorded the perceived location of the target. Stimuli were presented in eight sessions of approximately 1000 trials. Four of the sessions used the 5 · 5 array, and four used the 9 · 9 array. Arrays were alternated (GO, HV, and UP) or randomly intermixed (AP).
Procedure
Each trial consisted of a 500 ms fixation interval followed by a 70 ms stimulus array, and a 500 ms mask array (see Fig. 1 ). After 500 ms, a mouse pointer appeared on the screen, and the task was to click on the location of the target. Error feedback was given, in the form of an auditory beep. Observers were encouraged to work as accurately as possible. Observers were trained at longer stimulus durations before starting the experimental sessions. At the end of each block, observers were able to view their target-centered response pattern, and encouraged to eliminate any obvious biases from their responses in the next session.
The target was randomly vertical from horizontals, or horizontal from verticals. Responses were summed over these two conditions, as there was no difference in performance between them. The target was randomly presented at a different location on each trial. Responses were summed across locations, ensuring that each location was presented an equal number of times, as performance was best at different locations for different subjects. Sessions in the 5 · 5 array consisted of 40 trials with the target at each of the 24 possible locations. Responses were summed over the first, second, third and fourth lots of 10 trials at each location, to obtain within-session practice effects. Each session in the 9 · 9 array consisted of 12 trials with the target at each of the 80 possible locations, and responses were summed over the first, second, third and fourth lots of 3 trials at each location.
Results
All four observers made more errors in the sparse array (5 · 5; blue ÔxÕs in Fig. 2 ) than in the dense array (9 · 9; green ÔoÕs in Fig. 2 ), however there was considerable variation in performance between observers. Error frequency in the 9 · 9 array fell steadily between the four sessions, at a rate of about 3% per session (p < .05), for all observers except HV, who only improved within sessions, at about 2% per block (p < .05). Additionally, AP and GO improved between sessions in the 5 · 5 array, and UP improved within sessions in this condition (p < .05). Slopes and confidence intervals for learning were estimated from a linear regression, inversely weighted by the variance at each point.
Responses were classified according to three categories: (1) correct, (2) neighbor-error, to one of the four neighbors indicated in Fig. 1 , and (3) non-neighbor error, which was a response at any other location. Neighbor errors, summed over the four neighbors, were more prevalent in the 5 · 5 array than in the 9 · 9 array, where they decreased steadily with practice (Fig. 3) . The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the chance probability of a neighbor error in two arrays, given a uniform distribution of errors over all non-target locations. Fig. 4 re-plots the data in Figs. 2 and 3, showing neighbor error frequency (Fig. 3) as a function of error frequency (Fig. 2) . Despite the large differences in performance between dense and sparse arrays, data from these two conditions fall on the same line. Neighbor error frequency was a linear function of total error frequency.
We first modeled the probability of a neighbor error as the sum of a single 2D Gaussian distribution over the four neighboring sites (see solid curve in Fig. 5(a) )
The total probability of a localization error P t is similarly given by summing the Gaussian distribution over the non-target locations. In this model, an increase in the frequency of localization errors is produced by an increase of the Gaussian standard deviation sigma, and vice versa. In fact, this model produces very nonlinear changes in the neighbor error frequency P n as a function of P t , and the single-Gaussian model prediction (dotted line in Fig. 5(b) ) does not agree with the data.
To reproduce the linear behavior, one needs to vary the Gaussian amplitude instead of its standard deviation (because the probability integral varies linearly with amplitude). But then the distribution is not properly normalized any more. The simplest solution is to add another Gaussian distribution with a (different) fixed standard deviation, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , and consider a population sampled, in variable proportions, from the two distributions N 1 and N 2
where mixing parameter a varies from 0 to 1. This allows us to have an arbitrary amplitude ratio between the two Gaussians, and maintain P normalized to 1 at the same time. As before, the probability of making a neighbor error is calculated by summing the resulting distribution over the four neighbor locations. In this model standard deviations of the two Gaussians are free parameters, and we vary the probability of localization errors by instead varying alpha between 0 and 1. a shifts the distribution weight between a ''wide'' Gaussian (sigma > 1.5) and a ''narrow'' Gaussian (sigma < 0.5) in a linear fashion (see Fig. 5(a) ). It follows that P n changes linearly with P t .
The solid line in Fig. 5(b) shows the two-Gaussian model fit. Except for some outlying results of HV, who performed very poorly with the 5 · 5 array, the agreement is good. The best-fitting parameters were r 1 = 0.32 and r 2 = 1.55. The standard deviation of the ''narrow'' Gaussian (r 1 ) defined the neighbor error rate P n when the total error rate P t was low, while the standard deviation of the ''wide'' Gaussian (r 2 ) determined P n when P t was high (these are the points where the solid and dotted lines intersect in Fig. 5(b) ).
These were the parameters for the data, averaged across eccentricity. Note, however, that the data from the central region of the 9 · 9 array (red markers in Fig. 5 ) suggest that the ''narrow'' Gaussian may be even narrower for this part of the visual field.
Discussion
The results indicate that observers were very accurate at localizing a single pop-out target in a brief presentation, pinpointing its location, out of 80 possible locations in the dense array, correctly up to 96% of the time after practice. Considering that chance guessing in the 5 · 5 array would give only 4% correct, even the lowest performance in this condition (41%) represents a high rate of target detection. However, all observers also showed some positional uncertainty, and made several errors toward neighbors of the target. Despite the large difference in performance between the sparse (5 · 5) and the dense (9 · 9) arrays, neighbor errors were, in both cases, an almost constant fraction (about 20%) of the total error frequency. This is quite remarkable, because the chance probability of selecting a neighbor was approximately 13% in the 5 · 5 array, but only 4% in the 9 · 9 array. Additionally, performance was limited by residual neighbor errors, occurring at a frequency of about 3% even when there were no non-neighbor errors. These residual neighbor errors were significantly above zero for all observers, as indicated by the dashed confidence intervals on the black lines in Fig. 4 . The results were modeled as two sources of error-one broadly distributed around the target position, and the other narrowly distributed. Fig. 3 . Frequency of neighbor errors in the 5 · 5 array (blue ÔxÕs) and in the 9 · 9 array (green ÔoÕs) is plotted against time, with four time-points in each session. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Dashed lines show the chance probability of neighbor errors in the two arrays, conditional on the total error rate. The probability of making a neighbor error by chance scales with the total error rates shown in Fig. 2 . If performance were close to 100% correct, there would be little or no chance of making a neighbor error; however, if 50% of responses were errors, the chance of a neighbor error would be considerably higher.
The narrow distribution results almost exclusively in neighbor errors, and is flat 2 positions away from the target and beyond. To justify the broad distribution, in favor of an even distribution of errors beyond the target neighbors, we computed a Chi-Square test comparing the number of errors 2-4 positions away from the target with errors beyond this, and their likely chance distribution. Results were significant at p < 10 À15 , indicating that the distribution of errors is significantly skewed toward the target even beyond the limits of the narrow distribution.
The two error sources in the model might correspond to two different localization processes. The second error source is consistent with a broad distribution of responses, or possibly activation, throughout the visual fields, and corresponds to a coarse-grained, spatially inaccurate, process that might involve higher visual areas such as V4, where retinotopic mapping is less precise (dotted line in Fig. 5(a) ). The first error source is confined to the four immediate neighbors of the target, and might result from errors in a more fine-grained localization process, such as border saliency in V1 (Li, 2002 ; solid line in Fig. 5(a) ). Alternatively, the broad distribution we described might be the result of early processing in the subcortical nuclei responsible for generating eyemovements, or in the cerebellum. Another possibility is that the two distributions might result from different processes occurring in a single visual area, such as V1-thought to be the substrate for localization responses. The two distributions shown in Fig. 5(a) might compete for the response, or (more likely) the broad distribution results from an earlier process, and sometimes this generates a response, but other times more processing takes place, resulting in the narrower response distribution. Assuming the two distributions result from different localization processes, it is possible that learning occurs when observers give more weight to the narrow distribution, or utilize it more frequently. However, it is also possible that the narrow distribution reflects motor or memory errors, rather than a localization process. Fig. 3 ) is plotted against total error frequency (from Fig. 2 ) in the 5 · 5 array (blue ÔxÕs) and in the 9 · 9 array (green ÔoÕs). The black line shows the linear function fit for both arrays. Local linear fits are indicated by blue (5 · 5) and green lines (9 · 9). Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. Data separated by eccentricity, central (5 · 5: <2 from center, 9 · 9: <3 from center) red, peripheral pink.
Others have reported pop-out neighbor errors consistent with our two sources of error. Gilchrist, Heywood, and Findlay (1999) asked observers to make a saccadic eye-movement toward an odd-one-out pop-out target in a circular array. They found error responses were smoothly biased among the stimulus positions toward the target location. This result is consistent with our broad error source, assuming that the distribution of responses between error locations remains constant. Solomon and Morgan (2000) asked observers to indicate the location of an odd-one-out pop-out target in a similar circular array. They modeled error responses to neighbors as a constant fraction of the probability that the target is detected correctly. This result is consistent with our narrow error source. The difference between these two studies, the first measuring eye-movements and resulting in a broad distribution, and the second measuring a psychophysical button-press response, is consistent with the idea that the broad distribution we obtained results from a process that generates eye-movements, and the second from more refined cortical processing. Perhaps, by using a mouse-pointer response, we were able to sample these two distributions.
Both sources of error appear to be scale invariant, in the sense that the physical distance of the four neighbors from the target (4°for 5 · 5, 2°for 9 · 9) did not change the shape of the distributions in Fig. 5(a) . This suggests that mechanisms tuned to texture variation at different scales follow the same basic pattern.
It is possible that the mechanism subserving the localization of pop-out also aids texture segmentation. Perhaps, if the target feature were somewhat less obvious, it would be possible to separate the two sources of error, and obtain results consistent with a single, coarsely distributed localization process. Alternatively, neighbor errors might result entirely from an object based representation.
In future, we plan to test the hypothesis that correct pop-out localization responses and a proportion of neighbor errors are associated with higher activation in lower visual areas of the brain.
